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Extending DockerPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get the first book on the market that shows you how to extend the capabilities of Docker using plugins and third-party tools
	
		Master the skills of creating various plugins and integrating great tools in order to enhance the functionalities of Docker
	
		A practical and learning guide...
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Mastering Machine Learning with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master machine learning techniques with R to deliver insights for complex projects


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the application of Machine Learning methods using an extensive set of R packages
	
		Understand the benefits and potential pitfalls of using machine learning methods

...
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Hands-On Design Patterns with React Native: Proven techniques and patterns for efficient native mobile development with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to write cross platform React Native code by using effective design patterns in the JavaScript world. Get to know industry standard patterns as well as situational patterns. Decouple your application with these set of “Idea patterns”.

	
		Key Features

		
			Mobile development...
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Bash Cookbook: Leverage Bash scripting to automate daily tasks and improve productivityPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create simple to advanced shell scripts and enhance your system functionality with effective recipes

	
		Key Features

		
			Automate tedious and repetitive tasks
	
			Create several novel applications ranging from a simple IRC logger to a Web Scraper
	
			Manage your system...
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Android Programming for Beginners: Build in-depth, full-featured Android apps starting from zero programming experience, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Learn the Java and Android skills you need to start developing powerful mobile applications with the help of actionable steps

	
		Key Features

		
			Kick-start your Android programming career or just have fun publishing apps to the Google Play marketplace
	
			Get a first principles...
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Openvpn: Building And Integrating Virtual Private NetworksPackt Publishing, 2006
OpenVPN is an outstanding piece of software that was invented by James Yonan in the year 2001 and has steadily been improved since then. No other VPN solution offers a comparable mixture of enterprise-level security, usability, and feature richness. We have been working with OpenVPN for many years now, and it has always proven to be the best...
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ASP.NET Data Presentation Controls EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2007
This book shows you how to get the most from these controls to easily display and manage complex data in your web applications. It takes you through each of the major data presentation controls in ASP.NET, gets you started using them, and then shows you how to use them in your applications for managing your data.

When you design and...
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jQuery Plugin Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	jQuery is the most famous JavaScript library. If you use jQuery a lot, it may be a good idea to start packaging your code into plugins. A jQuery plugin is simply a way to put your code into a package, which makes it easier to maintain your code and use it across different projects. Although basic scripting is relatively straightforward,...
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Adobe Flash 11 Stage3D (Molehill) Game Programming Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	Adobe's Stage3D (previously codenamed Molehill) is a set of 3D APIs that has brought 3D to the Flash platform. Being a completely new technology, there were almost no resources to get you acquainted with this revolutionary platform, until now.




	This book will show you how to make your very own next-gen 3D games in Flash. If...
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Prototyping Essentials with AxurePackt Publishing, 2014

	A comprehensive strategy and planning guide for the production of world-class UX artifacts such as annotated wireframes, immersive prototypes, and detailed documentation with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn in a progressive and structured way to plan and construct highly compelling interactive,...
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SDL Game Development: (Black & White)Packt Publishing, 2013

	BLACK & WHITE EDITION


	If you're good with C++ and object oriented programming, this book utilizes your skills to create 2D games using the Simple DirectMedia Layer API. Practical tutorials include the development of two wickedly good games.


	Overview

	
		Create 2D reusable games using...
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AngularJS UI DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design, build, and test production-ready applications in AngularJS


	About This Book

	
		Design and customize applications with mobile users in mind using open source CSS3 frameworks
	
		Use polished UI components written from scratch solely in AngularJS to build real-world applications with a...
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